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INTRODUCTION

The first 1997 National Forum meeting was held on April 25-26, 1997 at
Dunsmuir Lodge in Victoria, British Columbia. Fifty participants gathered from
across Canada, and from across various- sectors of Canadian society. The goal of
the National Forum is to discuss issues in foreign policy in order to generate ideas
and policy options. As 1997 has been designated Canada's Year of Asia-Pacific
with Canada hosting the Asia-Pacific Economic Commission (APEC) in Vancouver,
and with civil society hosting the Peoples' Summit, in Vancouver as well, Asia-
Pacific is a highly relevant region on which to focus the discussions.

John Hay, an international affairs journalist, set the context for the Forum with the
presentation of his paper "Asia-Pacific: Questions and Choices". This paper was
provided to each of the participants prior to the meeting to help focus the
discussions, provide relevant information, and highlight many of the issues which
would be critical to the day's discussions.

The task put forth for the participants was to discuss the issues and to learn from
each other. As there were representatives from the business community, labour
organizations, NGOs, as welI as government officiais, academics and youth
present, the opportunity to discuss issues across sectors of civil society was
actively encouraged. Emphasis was placed, not on the need to reach consensus
but to generate ideas, colleot them, and pass them on to the Minister of Foreign

that



Sustainable Development

Questions

1. How should Canadiens promote sustaineble development in Asia-Paciflc (aid,
trade, privete sector, new technologies etc.), and where.

2. Whet should Canadiens/Canada contribute/pey.



Recommen dations

1. To develop international linkages and networks of influence.

2. To pursue and coordinate unofficial consultation and collaboration. ie. Track 2
process (ARF, CSCAP, APEC study centres, PECC).

3. To increase representation of Asian-Canadians in DFAIT and international
organizations involved in Asia-Pacific.

4. To promote consultative mechanisms and collaborative problem solving through
the officiai process. ie. Track i /APEC.

5. To ensure that issues of sustainable development are on the agendas of the
other Forum meetings.

6. To integrate business and NGO input into relevant APEC fora.

7. To ensure that terms of refe -rence for publicly funded feasibility studies in
infrastructure projects include components relevant te sustainable development.

8. To make Canadian foreign policy on sustainable development explicit.

9. To develop a statement on Canadian foreign policy sustainable development
values.

10. To develop and support strategies te aid in implementation of value structures
in relation te issues of sustainable development concomitant with Canada's. For

and



imperative (not to destroy the resource base>.

Human Rights

Questions

1. How can Canadiens best promote hunwn rights in Msia. Where.

of Indigenous



shouid be multi-faceted. For example, while implementing programs- like the
training of judges in Asia-Pacific directly targets problems of corruption in the legal
system, it also opens up avenues for reform in other sectors of society.

5. There must also be a recognition that strategies can be direct or indirect, and
that the indirect ones are often more effective. Human rights strategies need to
incorporate both, and the choice should be driven by capacity to achieve human
rights objectives, not by other factors, economnic or otherwise.

6. It is important to work in concert with Iike-minded countries, but to remember
that like-mindedness is more fluid and issue-speciflo than it ever has been before.

7. it is important to realize that there needs to be a move toward a different type
of foreign service that is more fluid and flexible and Iess eurocentric, that has a
greater depth of knowledge and encourages and supports greater cooperation, flot
only with societal sectors but with other departinents and organizations. eg. the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs.

8. It 18 important to note that there is a greater receptivity in the Asia-Pacific region
to approaches that emphasize economic/social rights rather than civil/political
rights. This should be taken into account when considering a cho ice of strategy.

Fre



fow hands, A çoncemn aiso arose about the credibility of Canadian advice given
the Iim~ited invo>vement of Canadian media (journiUts, reporters etc.) clireçtly in
Asia-Paciflo affairs.

Given those stiortcom!ings, there was agreement that Canada couki stiti have a
valuable role to play. Eight recomp'endations were established.

Recommendations



Business Code of Conduct

Questions

I. What should a draft Code of Conduct -look llke (labour and human rights,
protection of chlldren and women, environment, other).

2. What is the best role for business, government, citizens, in creating, promo ting,
enforcing a Code of Conduct.

3. How can Canadiens/Canada best address corruption issues.

4. Howv cen Canada best work with llke-minded coun tries, including some in
Asia-Pecific, in promoting a Code of Conduct.

In the discussion, the group decided that in order to encourage.the development
and implementation of a Code of Conduct in Asia-Pacific, a set of core values
needs to be established in consultation with NGOs, the business sector, and
govemnmental organizations in the region. The International Labour Organization
(ILO) was recommended as a possible model for the development of these values.
In the ensuing discussion, the group agreed upon the following masures that
could aid in the development of a Code of Conduot that had the potential to
accurately reflect the interests of diverse sectors of society.

of wbest



iii) Recognition that anti-corruption codes are good business practices which
should be included in trade policy and agreements.

The group also touched on the importance of linkages with other Iike-minded
countries to promote and support the establishment of a Code of Conduot. The
objective would be to influence the macicet to reflect human rights issues. In this
ongoing process, incentives rather than penalties could be utilized to encourage
voluntary adoption of Code of Conduot principles. Canadian involvement in this
procesa should be defined by a willingness to adapt to local situations and to
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National Forum on Canada's International Relations 1997, Waterloo report i

Introduction

The second meeting of the 1997 National Forum on Canada's International
Relations was held on June 23-24 at Conrad Grebel College in Waterloo,
Ontario. In keeping with parallel forums in Victoria, Québec and Halifax, and
the designation of 1997 as Canada's Year of Asia-Pacific, the Forum explored
"Canada's relations with the Asia-Pacific." The Forum gave particular attention
to policy issues germane to both the Asia-Pacific Economic Commission
(APEC) summit that will be hosted by the Canadian government in Vancouver
in November and to the People's Summit hosted by the non-governmental
community alongside the official event.

The Steering Committee of the Waterloo National Forum invited participants
from a range of social sectors - non-govemmental, academic, youth, business
and labour, media, and government - to explore foreign policy options for
Canada's relations with the Asia-Pacific region. Most attending came from



National Forum on Canada's International Relations 1997, Waterloo report 2

Participants also benefited during the Forum's opening evening from the
remarks of guest speaker, Marius Grinius, Director of the Southeast Asia
Division of the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. Mr.
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* Indigenous peoples ini Canada and ini Asia must be at the table in
policy discussions to speak on their own behaif (the circumpolar
Arctic Council offers a model of a forum for international
indigenous discourse that ougkit to be kept in mind in the context of
the AsialPacific);

0 Exchanges and linkages between Canada and the region, including
especially at the people-to-people level, need to be increased;

0 To enhance its influence and leverage, Canada needs to strengthen
its "on-the-ground" representation i the region (at the
governmental, non-governmental, and commercial levels);

0 The 50Oh anniversary of the Human Rights Charter offers an
important occasion to promote human rights in the region;

0 Multilaterallsm, will continue to be the preferred vehicle for
Canadian diplomatic intervention in the region, but it cannot be
assumed that the European experience will provide the model.

>:articipants expressed the concern that while there is a formal commitment to
romnoting humnan rights ini the context of efforts to expand trade and econoniic

>pportunity, there is a perceived imbalance i the level of funds respectively
,ommitted to humnan rights and trade promotion. Funding for overseas
Ievelopment assistance and for development education have been severely cut,
indermining CIDA's capacity to support good Rovernance initiatives and to
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sucli as gender oquity, democratik governance, human rights education, and so
on. If such values are cental to Canzadian f<reign policy they need to be
assigned priority political attention and significant economic resources.
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Indigenous peoples, minorities and refugees

Group discussion was devoted mainly to the two topics of indigenous peoples
and refugees.

Policy context

A: Indigenous peoples

1 . Indigenous peoples cati and need to speak for themnselves and should be
provided with the voice space to do so. This applies to indigenous peoples ini
Canada and Asia-Pacific, recognizing that the situation ini the latter region is
complicated by other categorizations such as minorities, and tribal and other
communal designations. Indigenous peoples are pursuing North-South and
Canada-Asia-Pacific links, dialogues and activities.

2. Indigenous peoples are adversely affected by non-sustainable economiuc
development such as resource extraction. Indigenous peoples cati and do conduct
business, but their models for sustainable development, which have much to
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2. Canada has demonstrated a capacity to give leadership in refugee crises (as
demonstrated in Rwanda), as well as in related areas such as peacebuilding.

3. The only effective solutions for managing and ending refugee crises will be
multilateral and multisectoral. Government co-operation with NGOs has been an
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educational resources that relay cultural viewpoints, practices and lifestyl1es.
(b) Equity and faimess ini cultural context, ta allow diversity and ta preserve
indigenous peoples cultural context within "globalization."
(c) Creation of "voice space" for indigenous peoples ta speak on their own
behaif with business.

B: Refugees

1. Continue to demonstrate leadership and expertise in refiigee response.

2. Fulfil obligations to international conventions on refugees and ratify the

with adequate, fimding.
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Human Riglits and Trade

PoIicy context

1. Although it is gcnerally acknowledged that Canada should support good
humaii riglits practices in cutiswith which h lias trade and investnient

reaton, ithere are immediate questons that complicate policy development.

we define collective riglits as distinct from individual rights?
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(including by the military) is being discussed in multilateral forums like the
World Bank and OECD. Canada could support greater international transparency
by domestic action, including criminalization of bribery for tax deduction
purposes.

8. Canada does flot have to choose between constructive engagement and
sanctions, but could employ a continuum of measures that negotiate desired
human rights outcomes through incentives and penalties ini aid, trade and
investment relations.

9. With respect ta trade codes of conduct, rights questions, and questions of
sustainable development are being raised more frequently by companies
themnselves. Corruption and repressive, yet unstable, governments provide an
unpredictable context for investment.
While general and global codes of conduct for human rights and community
relations appear to be of limited usefulness, environmental codes, and codes for
"ethical»' employee behaviour are more easily applied globally. Some encourage
country-speci:fic and sector-specific codes for relations with govemmnents and
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Declaration to encourage Asia-Pacific re..on affirmation of these principles. Use
other multilateral instruments of the UN and ILO to full advantage.

2. Employ a range of options on a case by case basis to influence compliance
with human rights/labour rights, including aid, trade and investment-related
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Sustainable development

Policy context

1. A key issue of policy development is the need to measure its success.
Measurement (quantitative) and assessment (qualitative) must have standards.
Policies need indicators to be
implementable.

2. Sustainable development bas a range of meanings and an ealy policy
challenge is to develop a common undersranding of the terni. For some,
ecological sustainability outweighs ail other aspects of sustainable development.
Others place human needs firt noting that the needs of people should be
connected with ail other aspects of sustainability. A policy on sustainable
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6. The following
"flower" image
illlustrates how
structures and
policies affect
behaviour isenead.cabehaiou inTechnology Knowledgecommunities. It
represents the
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3. Review all international agreements which relate to or impact on sustainability
to ensure accountability by Canada.

4. Identify and define Canadian values which reflect our commitment to, and the
necessity for, global sustainability.

5. State that Canada recognizes and asserts its responsibility for holding
transnational corporations accountable for their impact on sustainable
development (e.g. through the UN).

countries are the pains and dynamic
t took North America
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"quiet diplomacy" approach.

5. Communications technology is a tool and totalitarian governments, for
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10. Canada's international communications strategy requires further exploration
and discussion.
A Canadian "CNN-equivalent" broadcasting system, for example, would be an
extremely expensive proposition and flot necessarily the most effective way of
raising Canada's profile abroad, given the increasing competitiveness in the
international broadcasting market and Canada's minor player status ini the global
arena.

Policy options for the Canadian government

1. Maintain a quiet diplomacy approach to free media, but ini some situations,
sucli as the persecution of journalists, be more active and vocal, both
diplomatically and/or through the NGO community. Building upon Canada's
historical coalition-building rote, collaborate with like-niinded countries to
pressure nations that severely restrict the free flow of communication and

at the
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5. Support journalismn training programns that foster responsible reporting
practices, and/or workshops targeting govemmnent and legal experts regarding
laws on libel, contempt and freedom of the press.

Conflict and security

Policy context
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beyond matters involving inter-state or intra-state conflict and the threat or use
of armed force there is no obvious place to stop. Moreover, with the expansive
notion, our goals enlarge while our resources do flot. Nevertheless, we should
have some explicit and general notion with which to evaluate what is done to
people i the naine of conventional security, for example, the use of military
equipmfent for repressiion i Asia-Pacific.

5. The threat to the safety of some people from the state complicates our
discussions and policy proposais to increase human security. Some argue that the
state becomes less of a threat to human security with economic growtli:
economic growth leads to expansion of middle classes and middle classes
advance democracy. However, sometimes the economy does well but large
numbers of the people do poorly. Then such imbalanced "prosperity" is a threat
to human security.

6. Understmnding the notion of hunian security less i ternis of the "freedom to"
(as in human rights advocacy) and more i ternis of "freedom froni" (as i
freedom from, poverty) is a step forward i some eyes. This is akin to a shift
from "the diversity of happiness," w4iere many quite properly differ regarding
the good life, to the "unity of inisery": people can agree regarding the basic
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othessas or IGOs or NGOs. Nevertheless,
Canada should encourage "track three" or "people-to-people" exchanges and
discussions. We will learn more and we should learn more.

Policy options for the Canadian gov.rnment

1. Promote people-to-people linkages with the Asia-Pacific so that Canadians
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1997 NATIONAL FORUM
ON CANADA'S INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 1997

13-14 JULY 1997
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA

DRAFT REPORT

Introduction

The third meeting of the 1997 National Forum on Canada's International Relations was held
July 13 to 14 at the University of King's College, in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Hosted by the
Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, Dalhousie University, this event followed on from the
Victoria Forum held in April and the Waterloo Forum held in June, and was followed by the
Quebec Forum in August. In keeping with these parallel Forums, this year's Atlantic Region
National Forum brought together fifty participants from a broad range of backgrounds and
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presentations to the Plenary session, which was followed by a brief discussion and wrap-up by
Steve Lee, Director of the Centre for Foreign Policy Development.

Securili and Stabilitv Working Group

Overview

The working group begani with a discussion about the term "security" - defined generally as
the fteedom ftom threat. It was agrced that the traditional foreign policy focus on the purely
military aspects of "security" must be broadened ta nolude the concept of "stability", and that
this wideniniz notion of securitv is accevted bv manv throug.hout the world. varticularlv in the



Ini many ways, Canada needs Asia-Pacific more dma Asia-Pacific needs Canada. Nonetheless,
Canada has unique capabilities with which it can contribute to the common good of the
region. These include: its officiai bilingualism; its interlocking links with bodies like the
Commonwealth, la Francophonie, the OAS, etc.; its multicultural makeup (including some two
million citizens of Asian descent); its non-colonial background; its technological capabilities;
and its experience in peacekeeping and confidence-building.

Although no nation would overtly deny the virtues of moderation, tolerance and respect for
the rule of law, Canada has been particularly successful (so far) in reflecting those values.
While Canada does not have a monopoly on ethics and values, a national commitment to such
values sets an example, encourages others and provides a publicly stated standard upon which
to base officiai Canadian response to unsavory actions in less democratic members of the
Asia-Paciflo community.

Recommendugons

1. From the perspective of foreigu policy development, the group feit that a more
appropriate question would be "What are Canada's key security interests?" There was
geuerai consensus that, given the present foreign policy priorities of prosperity, security
and justice, it is in Canada', interest that the Asia-Pacific region enjoy stability and
secunity, with the caveats that security and stability are flot isolated ends in themselves.
They must flot be achieved at the cost of fundamental human rights or the health of the

ada's



Observations

I principle, a broader definition of security is appropriate. In pracic however, broad
definitiozis must be broken down into onstituient parts for practical impIcmezxtationi. The
threc levels of security (individual, unit collctive) m~ust b. rccognized. Nonetheless, broad
concepts such as «cooperative security" anid «humaii scurity" are iiseful ftameworks upon
which to construct national security policy, but are too broad for impleinentation at an



Recommendations

6. Canadian foreign policy should pursue both bilateral and multilateral approaches, as
appropriate and most effective in the speciflc circumstances.

7. In order to maintain military dialogue with non-"like minded" states, middle- and
senior rank officers should be invited to participate in fora dealing with peace,
humanitarian and safety issues.

IV Should Canadian efforts in promoting security goals in the region be concentrated on
Track (Me (inter-governmental), Track Two ("corridor" diplomacy), or Track lliree
(NGO/academic) approaches?

Observations

Discussion revealed that definitions of Tracks 1, 2, and 3 are flot universally accepted.
Nonetheless, ail tbree forms of dialogue and interaction are valuable, some more than others
in particular circumstances or partic ular times. It is imperative that the lines of communication
between these tracks be maintained at ail times as their goals and priorities often overlap.

i of these concepts and



naval and civil, ini cooperative safety, environmental response and resource
management.



Human Resource Develoninent/Capacilv Building Working Group

Observations and Recommendations

I. Should protection of human rights in the àsia-Pacific region be a goal for Canada? What
is the best strategy and whai would be the role for business, governent and NGQs in
promoting human rights?

Observations

The group discussed broad categories of Canadian values that should be promoted
internationally, and agreed that protection of human rights is a fimdamental goals which we
should support, both ini the Asia-Paciflo region and more generally. It was noted that a
stratsg to promote human rights needs to be cultnrally sensitive. Canadian policies and
values are often good, but the strategy to implement them lias been ineffective (e.g., women
and development). Further, it was noted that cultures are flot static and this needs to be

the use of informai organizations to proinote



El. How can Canadans help indgenous peoplesfind a voice and role in the Asia-Pacific? Is
this an appropriate or credbie foreign policy objective considering Canada's history and
experience with its own indigenous people?

Observations

The discussion on the role of indigenous peoples revolved around the role that Canada could
play internationally as well as the role which indigenous peoples could play in the policy-
making proccas. It was agreed that indigenous peoples have common interests in Canada and



12. Canada should promote and facilitate the use of other information technologies
(e.g., Internet, local radio and television in Asia-Pacific).

13. Radio Canada International has an important role to play in promoting Canada in
the Asia-Paciic region and its support must be continued.

IV Is there a particular role for Canada's maritime sector ini human resource development
and capacity buildng in the Asia-Pacific region?

Observations

The discussion revolved around the fact that the marine environment lias no boundaries. For
example, Arctic marine pollution is the resuit of activities in Asia and southern North
America. Canada can take the lead in international fora to influence policies in Southeast Asia
since we have proven capabilities in marine cnvironmental technologies, policies, and
education and training. A substantial number of educational linkages and training
opportunities aiready exist in the region and these should continue to be supported and
encouraged ta expand.

Recommen dations

14. The Canadian government should recognize that training and education in the
international context la the gateway to the transfer of technology and other
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developing policy must be ensured.

17. Recruitment to Canadian universities must be promnoted aggressively in the
Asia-Pacific region through federal-provincial cooperation. Increased funding for
scholarships in Canada must be made available. Visa procedures for students coining to

study in Canada must be streamlined.



Trade and Industrv Worldnff Group

Overview

The Trade and Industry Working Group was given the task of discussing and formulating
policy options and recommendations for trade and industry i the context of Canada's foreign
pollcy ini the Asia-Pacific region. A series of questions was provided to the Working Group as
guide for thinkcing and discussion. Five important issue areas were addressed in these
questions: corporate codes of conduct, corruption; trade and industry as an instrument of
foreign policy, susinable development, and the role of oceans trade and induutry in this
context.

The issue of establishing and applying corporate codes of conduci to Canadian
overseas trade and industry proved to be a problematic topic. It was agreed that this topic was
impossible to address in the time allotted. Several concrete ideas and options were, however,
developed by the Group. There was general agreement that codes of conduot - a framework of
ethical protocol and beat practice - are important i overseas trade, as well as idustrial and
economic activity. To promote this, it was suggested that the federal govemment move
towards the application of codes of conduct to government-supported overseas activity. Two
speciflo policy options for the government ini the formulation and acceptance of codes of
conduot were put forward. Bot are founded in multistakeholder consultations, partnerships,
education and outreach, and require action within Canada and abroad.

Major problems encountered i this discussion included the following:

(i) the implications of imposing the Canadian value system on Asia-Pacific countries,

"issue speciflc,;
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it home. Sustainability was, therefore, emphasized to be equally imotat if
,anada as in Canadian activities in the Asia-Pacific region. The perceptions of
itries regarding '"practice what you preach"' and Canada's motivations in
)le development in thçir region were discussed.

le rou lokedat the psile roIés for oceam' trade and industry in
polcy bth enralyand within the. Asia-Pacific rein.I was cmphaized

ne of the world's foremnost maiienations, lias a leadership rol. in

ï is an appropriate foreign policy tool for Canada, and welI suited to the



IV Sustainable Development

7. Ali economic activity should be underpinned by the principles and practice of
sustainability - both in Canada and in oui-activities overseas.

V Role of Oceans Trade and Incbisty

8. Canada is a maritime country and should play a leadership role in international
oceans goveruance, trade and industry.

9. Priority regions for Canadian oceans frade and industry, and the types of activity
within those regions, should be identified. The Asia-Pacific region should be included as
one of these.



Conclusions on the Process

ssion, discussion turned to the on-

than several.

or fewer
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Dear Sir, Madam:

Further to the Victoria, Waterloo and Haifax forums, the Château Lac Beauport in
Quebec City hosted the Forum on Canada's International Relations on August 14 and 15,
1997. Close to 60 participants representing NGOs, the media, academic and business
communities and unions gathered to discuss Canadian foreign policy issues. In this, Canada's
Year of Asia-Pacific, the forum focussed on a number of aspects of Canada's foreign policy
pertaining to this region. Specifically, the discussion centred on sustainable development,
freedom of the press and freedom of expression, human rights and the drafting of codes of
ethics to govern business relations with Asia-Pacific.

A springboard for the discussion was the preparatory eocument written by
international affairs reporter John Hay at the request of the éanadian Centre for Foreign
Policy Development, as well as the reports of previous forums and of the round tables
organized by the Centre. For each of the four workshops, participants were guided in their
work by a series of four questions. These questions appear at the beginning of each report.

During the course of forum discussions, participants drew on their experiences and
expertise. They raised many issues, came up with many ideas relating to foreign policy and
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Workshop on Human Rights

Questions

a) Does Canada truly have a role to play ini the field of basic human rights?

b) lI setting its strategy, should the Canadian goveniment draw a distinction between
individual, democratic and associative rights?

c) How can diplomacy, commerce and a stronger civil society improve the outlook with
respect te human rights?

d) Is Canada capable of playing a role at the multilateral level with respect te the huinan
rights issue in Asia-Pacific and does it have a responsibility to do so?

How can members of Canada!s civil society - NGOs, the private sector, universities and
volunteer associations - Dromote the develovrment of and respecct for hunian rights ini Asian-



Ncxt, participants discussed appropriate actions to take in the field of human rights. Canada is
faced with several options. It cari maintain a liard Uine and impose economic sanctions, as it did
in the case of South Aftica, or it cari take a diplomatic approach, to avoid ruffhing foreign
feathers. Promoting trade is another option. There are those who doubt, however, that trade cari
have an impact on human riglits, particularly when the country involved is recognized as a
medium-weight economic power. It is flot easy to strike a balance between trade and human



between Canadian and Asian NGOs should be encouraged. The public can somnetiiies work more
effectively than the government. Canadian civil society must be properly informed before getting
involved. Canada's educational system is one resource that must be tapped. By targeting and
involving both the formal and informo'l sectors of the educational system, a true exohange of
values can talce place.

A series of concerns raised by several group members deserve further mention at this time.

These initiatives should be ongoing and extend beyond the Year of Asia-Pacific. At the 1993
Vienna fortum, the différent goverinents embraced a number of principles such as the
universality and interdependence of rights. Economic growth was also identified flot as an end
per se, but as a means of promoting these rights. flic time is right to focus on achievements and
bring to light iniprovements to be made. flhc SOth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of
Human Riglits is an ideal reason for extending these discussions. Asia does flot need Canadian
projects, but rather Canada's vision.

Finally, thes. discussions could focus on a common. theme, namely the promotion of
constitutional govemmnt Canada's vast legal expertise ini this field could be put to good use.
CanaRda must push for the ratification of international conventions and for concrete changes to
national laws. The numerous reservations imposed by Asia limit the scope of these conventions.
Therefore, efforts must be made to convince these governments to limit the numbe of



and thus deve<

that needs to be addressed.
Newly



Other suggestions mnoved beyond the initial parameters, but were no less important.'

f) A number of questions should first be answered: What does the Asia-Pacific region mean to
us? What can we offer this region in terms of products, persons and values? What are our
objectives? Whlich preferred methods should we adopt? With whom should we forge alliances?

g) Defending hunian rights should be seen as an ongoing activity. For example, the 5Oth
anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Riglits and the five-year follow up to the
Vienna conférence can serve as opportunities to initiate further discussion.

h) Canada should promote constitutional government, that is it should diplomatically encourage
the ratification of treaties and the appropriate legisiative changes, restrict the number of
reservations and establish forums to promote dialogue on this subject.

i) The niake-up of Team Canada should reflect the concerns of Canadians. Groups dedicated to
hurnan rights would thus have the same voice as business and governient.

j) The govenument could support the development of regional and national organizations

many regions, Canadai- should target strategic
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Workshop on Sustainable Development

Questions

a) Which environental issues warrant priority consideration in order to ensure ongoing
development i Asian-Pacific societies?

b) To what extent should we take into account the different cultures in Asian-Pacific societies in
which we are involved ini order to, achieve sustainable development?

c) How important should we view the participation in the sustainable development process of
local populations in Asian-Pacific societies, including women, youth and aboriginals who are
offen seen as marginal groups?

d) What can members of Canada's civil society, that is NOOs, the private sector, the university
community and volunteer associations, do to promote sustainable development i Asian-Pacific

attainment of



One participant briefly reviewed the development assistance policies of multilateral institutions.
Where once the development of government capabilities was given priority attention,
multilateral institutions now emphasize the development of a country's internai. resources (social,
human and institutional resources). For this reason, it is important to work toward the integration
of the different cultures in Asian-Pacific societies in order to promote the type of sustainable
development desired by local populations. -



Regarding the role of Canada's civil society, participants stressed above ail the importance of co-

operation among ail societal components. Trade missions must, include representatives of

différent sectors. Some participants pointed out that companies already work with other sectors

(NGOs, universities) in the drafting of strategic business and foreign investmnent plans. Finally,

participants emphasized the importance of promoting fair trade with developing couritries.

The workshop on sustainable development gave ail participants an opportunity to engage in

constructive dialogue. E-ach person was able to, share bis or her thoughts and experiences with the

group. Special attention was paid to the issue of cultural diversity and to the importance of

involving the people who stand to benefit directly ini each stage of the project. Participants feit

that this was critical ta the success of such undertakings. Lastly, the group expressed the belief

that the Canadian government can and must play an active role i promoting policies aimed at

achieving sustainable development in the Asia-Pacific region.

Recommendations

The fr-ankness and breadth of the workshop discussions led to participants agreeing on thirteen
recommnendations. Ail feit that the government should do the following:

a) clearly define Car3adiau priorities with respect ta sustainable development;

NOOs working i the
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Workshop on codes of ethics in trade relations with the Asia-Pacific region

Questions

a) What advantages and disadvantages do you see to the use of ethics codes in our trade relations

with Asian-Pacific societies?

b) What are the priority standards tbat should be included li these codes of ethics--labour codes,
aspects of sustainable development, native rights, women's rights...--and which we should thus
focus greater attention on?

c) Should these codes of ethics be monitored at the national or international level?

In either case, should they be monitored at the national or international level?



and extr-eritoriality issues that go aiong withgoenmn intervention, and a pn-vate approach,
such as truhchambers of commerce or the media, where the code of conduct is not imposed
by some higher authority, but by market forces.



respect for human rights should be a key element li the content of any code. The environment,
working conditions, including health and safety at work, product safety, and political,
contributions are also elements that should be included in ethics codes. It should be noted
however that simply respccting laws is flot sufficient as a principle to anchor codes of ethios.
That is mainly due to the fact that in some countries the legal system is sulent in this regard.
Some participants emphasized that fact that it is-difficult for our country to moralize or even
simply to guide by example when Canada has flot even signed ail of the revelant conventions
having to do with ethics codes.

Another problem having to do with the make-up of the code is the agreement of the business
milieus. In order to ensure uniform use of the codes they must be approved by businesses or they
run the risk of bccoming notbing more th= a marketing tool. To avoid such a situation it is
essential t obtain the participation of business leaders at ail levels, involving them in the work li
progress and the development of the codes.

In the course of discussions held during the day, another point semed to garner unanimous
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Workshop on freedom of the press and freedom of expression

Questions

a) What advantages and disadvantages are there to maintaining or putting in place new
communications media allowing for freedom of expression ini the Asia-Pacific regions?

b) What importance should we attribute to new communications technologies in Asian-Pacific
societies?

c) What importance should we attribute to traditional means of conimunication--radio, televisi(
the print media... in Asian-Pacific societies?

d) How should members of Canadian civil society-NGOs, the private sector, universities,
academics. voluntarv associations-fur-ther the emerRe 1nce and smooth oDeration of freedom. of
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It was also suggested that the Canadian governent should take advantage of the- francophonie
Summit ini Hanoi to promote basic freedoms such as freedom of the press and freedom of
expression. The majority of the conimittee feit that it was risky for the government to undertake
such a campaign.

The theme of freedom of the press as a tool of democracy was raised repeatedly throughout the
discussions. There are two potential risks for Canada that were mentioned. Firstly, the danger,
which is becoming increasingly concrete with each passing year, of seeing the nature of
information provided by Canadian media change. Content is moving increasingly toward
entertainment and because of commercial imperatives, sensationalized topics are being presentcd
that are remnoved from what information should be. Canadian citizens are no longer being
presented with tools to allow themn to inake democratic decisions but rather with a compendium
of broad hcadlines without depth. Canadian citizens can no longer make the necessary political
decisions because they are flot being equipped to do so. Further, this flaw in Canadian
information provides -armunition to the Asian critics of freedom of the press who can claim. that
Hollywood and sensationalismn dominate the press and that freedom of the press means a
compromise with values that differ from their own country's values.

The second danger is that so-called Asian values may spread to Canada. It was said that the many
Canadian trade contacts with Asian countries may create among business people a desire to se
certain Asian methods applied ini Canada. The prîority that Asian states grant to economic
development without regard for democratic rights; may prove a poor inspiration to Canadian
business iiieus. They might become the vector for the peneiration into Canadian society of
these anti-democratic positions. flhe participants were unanimnous that the Canadian government



To further informal diploniacy, the participants encouraged the use of acadcmic-forurns.
Twinning local meiaand Asian media was also suggested. Finally, the lack of interest on the
part of the Caainpress for A.sian questions was pointed out, with its consequences for the

Participants felt that astig the.rs was useless in a non-demnocratic society where the press
is controlled. They felt for the majority that economic, democratic and social dcvelopment had to
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e) the governxent continue to organize forums such as those of the Canadian Centre for
Foreign Policy Development. The connttee suggested that the Centre's scope be broadened ini
order that it flot only study policies but also examine means of intervention and that this be done
by experts.

f) participants reiterated the Victoria forum recommendation that it be recognized that freedom, of
expression and freedomn of the press cannot be dissociated from the human rights issue, but
rather, that they are an inherent part of it.
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Workshop on codes of ethies i trade relations with the Asia-Pacific région

Questions

a) What advantages and disadvantages do you sec to the use of ethics codes in our trade relations
with Asian-Pacific societies?

b) V/bat are the priority standards that should be included, ini these codes of ethics-labour codes,
aspects of sustainable development, native rights, women's rights...--and wliich we should thus
focus greater attention on?

c) Should these codes ofcethics be monitored at the national or international level?

I cither case, should they be monitored at the national or international level?

d) How can the members of Canadian civil society-NGOs, the private sector, academics,
voluntary associations... further the use of ethics codes in our trade relations with Asian-Pacific



important issue. Motivating businesses to get them to use and respect and ethics code is very
problematic. There are two possible approaches to this: public control, with the attendant costs
and extra-territoriality issues that go along with government intervention, and a private approach,
such as through chambers of commerce or the media, where the code of conduct is not imposed
by some higher authority, but by market forces.

Participants were in favour of a less constraining approach to the application of ethics codes. As



application, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, was cited as one example of a means to be used to,
put an end ta corruption. But beyond Iaws, the group focused an etbics codes specifying that
respect for human rights should be a key element ini the content of any code. The environruent,
working conditions, including health and safety at wark, product safety, and political
contributions are also elements that should be included in ethics codes. It should be noted
however that simply respecting laws is flot sufficient as a principle ta anchor codes of ethics.
That is mainly due ta the fact that in some countries the legal system is sulent in this regard.
Some participants emphasized that fact that it is difficuit for our country ta moralize or even
simply to guide by example when Canada has nat even signed ail of the revelant conventions
having to do with cthies codes.

Auother problem having ta do with the inake-up of the code is the agreement of the business
milieus. Ini order ta ensure uniform use of the codes they must be approved by businesses or they
run the risk of becoming nothing more tha a marketing toal. To avoid such a situation it is
essential, ta obtain the participation of business leaders at ail levels, involvinR them in the wark in
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the press and freedom of expression in Asian-Pacific societies?

What policies should the Canadian governent adopt ini order to promote and contribute to the
emergence and smooth operation of freedom of the press and freedom of expression in Asian-
Pacific societies?

Summary of discussions

Following a brief introduction on the part of the discussion facilitator, a participant wondered
whether there could le freedom of the press and freedom of expression where there are no
democratic freedoms. Participants were unanimous ini recognizing freedom of the press as a
vector of democracy. One participant added that flot only was it a tool but aiso a product: without
democracy there cannot be fteedom of the press.



means of comunication secins like a good way of protecting reporters who are most likely to
suifer froin gc>verment measures. Although recognizing the important role of NOOs ini the
sector the participanits for the wajority feit that the Canadian government could not support such

undetakig r it would be accused of inefen~ce. It is indeed difficuit according to some for
dipiomats to explaizi to other States the difference between promoting values and imposing thezm.
The breakdowu of iplornatic relations lias very-serious consequences for journalists in Asian
counties. However, the participants were unanimous in stating that the presence ofjournalists
prevents horrors from being perpetrated.

A paricipant statetha bat~ that level the problem of freedom of the press was related to the issue

TJIrough its mixed property aprahand success in protecting Oanadiani culture in spite of its
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compromise with values that differ from thecir own country's values.

The second danger is that so-called Asian values may spread to Canada. It was said that the many
Canadian trade contacts with Asian countries may create among business people a desire to sc
certain Asian methods applied in Canada. The priority that Asian states grant to economic
development without regard for democratic rights may prove a poor inspiration to Canadian
business milieus. They might become the vector for the penetration into Canadian society of
these anti-democratic positions. The participants were unanimous that the Canadian govemnment
should defend the country against such a development and feit that it should trigger some
fundamental reflexion on that topic in order to be ready to defend universal values in
international forums.

The working group also discussed questions related to the presence of private business in non-
democratic countries where human rights are curtailed. The majority of committee members feit
that Canadian businesses cannot be the sole bearers of democratization and respect for human
rights. The govcrnment and businesses in other countries must also support measures to promote
human rights if they are to be effective. A Canadian company cannot on its own conduct this
type of manoeuvre without rimning the risk of losing its competitiveness and access to markets
as well as its capacity to conduct trade successfully. The participants felt that the government
should consider reflexion and public debate on the dichotomy between defending fimdamental
human rights and promoting of Canadian trade, which places the Canadian govexnment in a
perpetual grey area where its real position is not truly known to the Canadian public or foreign

they



Recommendations

Premble

The Cana4ian govemeti faced with a dilemma. On the one and it wazIts tq promoto liumnii
rights and universal. values. On the ether, it must proznote trade with foreign countries if the
coWur is to continue to prse. This is what led participants to recomuuczd that:

a) theCanadian oemntcniu its U4ition of deln heach Asian coiuyon acase
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